
To celebrate Cardiff’s first-ever Fashion Week, St David’s shopping centre hosted a
series of free autumn/winter catwalk shows on The Hayes at the weekend,
showcasing more stores and big brand names than ever before. Stylist JP talks
through some of his favourite trends featured on the runway and how best to make
them work for you

SO autumn/winter, my favourite season. Why? I hear you ask. Simple answer – I’m a
massive fan of showing personality and creativity through an outfit, and at this time of
year you’re able to squeeze a bit more of both into your styling as you don’t have the
scorching summer sun to contend with. So, with that in mind, lets talk A/W 2012 hot
spots.

PRINT WORKS

Get the runway look with help from stylist JP
(pictures)
Stylist JP talks through some of his favourite trends featured on the runway at Cardiff
Fashion Week and how best to make them work for you
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Let stylist JP guide you though the latest runway looks

Stylist JP
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There are many fantastic prints to choose from this season. My favourites at the
moment mostly contain eye-popping geometrics, but you’ve got everything from winter
florals to traditional paisley, so start searching and get building. The braver among you
may wear a suit in the same bold print or go a step further by trying to get the clash
happening using opposing patterns. My advice would be “Yes” to both. If it makes you
nervous just thinking about it, use pattern in only one area and mute the rest of your
outfit by using calmer muted colours such as black, slate, and earthy tones elsewhere.
Go on, you deserve the attention!

LEATHERED

There are many fantastic prints to choose from this season



The blacker, the better. Be it trousers, skirts, shorts, shirts, coats or gloves, it’s
everywhere so embrace your inner wild child and strut down the pavement (above, left).
Worn together for drama or apart for subtlety (of sorts), but either way, just wear it.

LAYER UP

’Tis the season to wrap up warm and what a perfect opportunity to mix in the autumnal
staple – the knit (above, right). Cardigans and jumpers not only keep the chill off, they
also give you scope for working the detail into an outfit as well as keeping certain
spring/summer purchases going strong with a warm ally.

WHO WEARS THE TROUSERS?

Ladies tailoring is massive right now, so make sure you’re on board with the A/W must-
have, a trouser suit. Whether it’s in dazzling jacquard (above, middle) or a heritage
bouclé, just get onboard. If you don’t want the whole shebang, at least add a power
trouser in a bold print to your collection – and that’s an order!

RHINESTONE COWBOY

Leather, tailoring and layers



This trend is a magpie’s dream and perfect for the upcoming party frock season.
Embellishment is taking over every store at the minute, so why not grab yourself a
beauty and shine like a disco ball? As well as the admiring glances, you’ll also get a
workout thrown in as just taking them off the hanger calls for a toned bicep.

MILD MANNERED MASOCHIST

Studs, spikes and chains, all available on a jersey top on your local high street. The

Rhinestone cowboys

Mild mannered masochists



fetish trend is everywhere and can be mixed with leathers and denims alike. You’ll see
our metal spiky chums all over tops, coats, jumpers and shoes and you don’t have to be
in a best-selling novel to work the look. Give it a go – you might even enjoy it.

All that remains for me to do is to state my mantra: Never underestimate the power of
an outfit.

First impressions last, so make sure you’re unforgettable.

Fashion high five,

JP x

For more style advice, follow JP on Twitter @effortmade
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